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In patients with medically refractory focal epilepsy who are candidates for epilepsy surgery, concordant non-invasive neuroima-
ging data are useful to guide invasive electroencephalographic recordings or surgical resection. Simultaneous electroencephal-
ography and functional magnetic resonance imaging recordings can reveal regions of haemodynamic fluctuations related
to epileptic activity and help localize its generators. However, many of these studies (40–70%) remain inconclusive, principally
due to the absence of interictal epileptiform discharges during simultaneous recordings, or lack of haemodynamic changes
correlated to interictal epileptiform discharges. We investigated whether the presence of epilepsy-specific voltage maps on scalp
electroencephalography correlated with haemodynamic changes and could help localize the epileptic focus. In 23 patients with
focal epilepsy, we built epilepsy-specific electroencephalographic voltage maps using averaged interictal epileptiform discharges
recorded during long-term clinical monitoring outside the scanner and computed the correlation of this map with the electro-
encephalographic recordings in the scanner for each time frame. The time course of this correlation coefficient was used as a
regressor for functional magnetic resonance imaging analysis to map haemodynamic changes related to these epilepsy-specific
maps (topography-related haemodynamic changes). The method was first validated in five patients with significant haemo-
dynamic changes correlated to interictal epileptiform discharges on conventional analysis. We then applied the method to
18 patients who had inconclusive simultaneous electroencephalography and functional magnetic resonance imaging studies
due to the absence of interictal epileptiform discharges or absence of significant correlated haemodynamic changes. The con-
cordance of the results with subsequent intracranial electroencephalography and/or resection area in patients who were seizure
free after surgery was assessed. In the validation group, haemodynamic changes correlated to voltage maps were similar to
those obtained with conventional analysis in 5/5 patients. In 14/18 patients (78%) with previously inconclusive studies, scalp
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maps related to epileptic activity had haemodynamic correlates even when no interictal epileptiform discharges were detected
during simultaneous recordings. Haemodynamic changes correlated to voltage maps were spatially concordant with intracra-
nial electroencephalography or with the resection area. We found better concordance in patients with lateral temporal and
extratemporal neocortical epilepsy compared to medial/polar temporal lobe epilepsy, probably due to the fact that electroence-
phalographic voltage maps specific to lateral temporal and extratemporal epileptic activity are more dissimilar to maps of
physiological activity. Our approach significantly increases the yield of simultaneous electroencephalography and functional
magnetic resonance imaging to localize the epileptic focus non-invasively, allowing better targeting for surgical resection or
implantation of intracranial electrode arrays.
Keywords: epilepsy; EEG–fMRI; EEG maps; long-term EEG monitoring
Abbreviations: BOLD = blood oxygen level dependent; FWE = family-wise error
Introduction
Thirty to 40% of the patients with focal epilepsy have medically
refractory seizures and should be evaluated for the possibility of
epilepsy surgery, which can have a life-changing impact (Spencer
and Huh, 2008). In recent years, the improvement of non-invasive
imaging techniques has led to a better understanding of epileptic
networks and epilepsy surgery is now considered in an increasing
number of patients (Duncan, 2010).
Simultaneous electroencephalography (EEG) and functional
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) recordings allow the mapping
of haemodynamic changes that correlate with specific physiologic-
al or pathological electrophysiological features identified on EEG
(Gotman, 2008). In patients with epilepsy, whole-brain
high-resolution functional MRI maps of blood oxygenation
level-dependant (BOLD) signal changes related to interictal epilep-
tiform discharges (spikes) can be obtained. This information can
then be used to help to identify targets for surgical resection or
implantation of intracranial EEG electrodes in surgical candidates
(Zijlmans et al., 2007; Moeller et al., 2009).
In 40–70% of EEG–functional MRI recordings in patients with
focal epilepsy, no significant spike-related BOLD changes are
observed (Aghakhani et al., 2006; Salek-Haddadi et al., 2006;
Gotman, 2008). The reasons are two-fold: in many patients, the
absence of spikes during functional MRI acquisition precludes stat-
istical analysis, while in other patients, there may be no significant
spike-related BOLD changes. Given these limitations, alternative
methods to infer BOLD changes related to epileptic activity have
been explored but have only been applied to studies with spikes
(Liston et al., 2006; Jann et al., 2008; Vulliemoz et al., 2009a).
Only a fraction of cortical spikes recorded with intracranial elec-
trodes can be identified on simultaneous scalp EEG recordings
(Alarcon et al., 1994; Tao et al., 2005). However, the pathological
activity not detected on scalp EEG may be associated with haemo-
dynamic changes detectable using functional MRI (Vulliemoz
et al., 2011).
EEG is conventionally analysed as waveforms over multiple
channels and spikes are defined by characteristic morphological
features in this display. Absence of spikes in the EEG means that
none of these features have been visually detected. In addition to
the display of multiple EEG waveforms, electrical activity recorded
with scalp EEG can be represented by scalp voltage topographic
maps (EEG maps). These topographic maps reflect the momentary
activity of neuronal networks via the summation of post-synaptic
cortical potentials over the whole brain. Changes in the activity
of focal electrical brain generators will influence the topography of
these maps (‘forward model’) (Michel et al., 2004b). It has been
shown that these maps can reflect the electrical generators of
focal epileptic activity (Ebersole and Wade, 1990; Lopes da
Silva, 1990). We postulate that the occurrence of these epi-
lepsy-specific EEG maps in the resting EEG of individual patients
represents an increase in the activity of the epileptic sources and
could allow the detection of sub-threshold activity even in the
absence of visually identifiable epileptic waveforms on the conven-
tional EEG.
To test this hypothesis, we have developed an innovative ap-
proach that does not require identifiable spikes during functional
MRI to reveal BOLD changes related to epileptic activity. We built
patient-specific EEG maps of the epileptic activity derived from
spikes detected in the long-term clinical video-EEG monitoring
(long-term EEG) outside the scanner. We then calculated the
strength of the presence of these maps in the EEG recorded
during functional MRI as a function of time using correlation.
Finally, we used this correlation coefficient to inform functional
MRI analysis and detect topography-related BOLD changes. We
initially validated the method in patients with spikes during func-
tional MRI by comparing the topography-related BOLD changes
with conventional analysis of spike-related BOLD changes. We
then applied our method in patients in whom previous EEG–func-
tional MRI analysis with conventional analysis had been inconclu-
sive (no spike or no spike-related BOLD changes). Subsequent
intracranial EEG recordings or area of surgical resection were
used to validate our results.
Materials and methods
Patients
Patients with refractory focal epilepsy were selected from EEG–func-
tional MRI databases in three centres: the Neurology Department of
Geneva University Hospital (Switzerland), UCL Institute of Neurology,
the National Hospital for Neurology and Neurosurgery and the
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Epilepsy Society (London, UK) and the Department of Paediatric
Neurology of Kiel University Hospital (Germany).
All patients and the parents of paediatric patients gave written in-
formed consent and the EEG–functional MRI procedure was approved
by the local ethics committee of the three research centres.
Study design
A group of five patients was used for the validation of our method.
These patients had statistically significant focal spike-related
BOLD changes [P5 0.05, family-wise error (FWE) corrected for mul-
tiple comparisons]. Clinical description of these patients is given in
Table 1.
In the second part of the study, we selected patients (n = 20) with
previously inconclusive EEG–functional MRI studies corresponding to
the following inclusion criteria: (i) absence of spikes on EEG–functional
MRI or absence of spike-related BOLD changes with conventional
analysis; (ii) detectable spikes during long-term EEG; and (iii) an epi-
leptic focus unequivocally defined by subsequent intracranial EEG and/
or seizure freedom following postoperative resection according to
Engel’s outcome scale (Engel et al., 1993). Clinical description of
these patients is given in Table 2.
Long-term clinical video-
electroencephalography monitoring
All patients underwent presurgical evaluation including long-term EEG
with 20–40 scalp electrodes placed according to the 10–10 electrode
position convention following local protocols (Geneva: 29 electrodes,
London: 18–24 electrodes, Kiel: 37–40 electrodes) with EEG sampling
rates of 256 or 512 Hz.
Electroencephalography–functional
magnetic resonance imaging
acquisition
Patients underwent simultaneous EEG–functional MRI recordings be-
tween 15 and 30 min at rest with eyes closed. A 32, 64 or 96 mag-
netic resonance-compatible EEG cap (EasyCaps, FalkMinnow Services)
was used according to the 10–10 system. Electrodes were equipped
with an additional 5 k resistance and impedances were kept as low
as possible. EEG was acquired at 5 kHz using 1–3 BrainAmp magnetic
resonance-compatible amplifiers (Brain Products) and EEG was syn-
chronized with the MRI clock. Some of the children (Patients 7,
18 and 19) were sedated for the procedure following a routine pro-
cedure reported in previous publications (Jacobs et al., 2008a;
Groening et al., 2009).
Functional MRI was acquired using a T2*-weighted single-shot
gradient-echo echo-planar images with a 3-Tesla magnetic resonance
scanner (Geneva: Siemens Magnetom Trio, 12-channel head receive
coil with body transmit coil; London: Signa Excite HDX, GE Medical
Systems, quadrature transmit and receive headcoil; Kiel: Philips
Achieva, Philips, eight-channel head receive coil with body transmit
coil). Five different echo planar imaging sequences were used depend-
ing on the centre and the date of data acquisition: (i) Geneva: repe-
tition time = 1200 ms, voxel size: 3.75  3.75  5.5 mm3, 25 slices
(Patients 4 and 6); (ii) Geneva: repetition time = 1500 ms, voxel size:
3.75  3.75  5.5 mm3, 25 slices (Patients 1, 3, 5, 10, and 13–16);
(iii) Geneva: repetition time = 1980 ms, voxel size: 3  3  3.75 mm3,
32 slices (Patient 11); (iv) Kiel: repetition time = 2250 ms, voxel size:
3.125  3.125  3.8 mm3, 30 slices (Patients 7 and 17–19);
(v) London: repetition time = 3000 ms, voxel size: 3.75  3.75 
3 mm3, 43 slices (Patients 2, 8, 9, 12 and 20–25).
Processing of the
electroencephalography recorded
during functional magnetic resonance
imaging
Gradient and pulse artefacts (i.e. all artefacts time-locked to cardiac
activity) were removed from the EEG with Vision Analyser (Version
1.05, Brain Products), using average artefact subtraction methods
(Allen et al., 1998, 2000). The EEG was down-sampled to 250 Hz
after gradient artefact correction. If necessary, residual artefacts
were removed with temporal independent component analysis of the
EEG using the Infomax approach (Bell and Sejnowski, 1995): inde-
pendent components corresponding to pulse artefacts, eye-blink or
residual scanner artefacts were identified by visual inspection of inde-
pendent component analysis components’ time courses and removed
before back projection.
Topography-based analysis
Figure 1 describes the steps of the topography-related analysis detailed
below. The magnetic resonance-corrected EEG was processed using
Cartool software (Brunet et al., 2011).
For each patient, spikes were marked on a representative segment
of long-term EEG by an experienced neurophysiologist (S.V.) and the
spike types congruent with electroclinical semiology were selected
Table 1 Validation group: clinical details of patients with significant spike-related BOLD changes
Patients Age/age of
onset/gender
Localization Cause Scalp EEG focus icEEG Resection
1 13/1/F Left frontal Tuberous sclerosis Left frontotemporal + Left prefrontal tuber
2 37/6/F Left frontal Unspecific white
matter lesion
Left4 right frontal + Left superior frontal cortectomy
3 7/3/M Left fronto
temporal
Gliosis post-bacterial
abscess
Left frontal + Left fronto-temporo-parietal cortectomy
4 12/3/M Right parietal Complex right hemispheric
malformation
Temporo-occipital  
5 8/7/M Left parieto-
occipital
DNT Bilateral parieto-occipital  Lesionectomy
DNT = dysembryplastic neuroepithelial tumour; icEEG = intracranial EEG; M/F = male/female.
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for further analysis. After band-pass filtering (1–30 Hz using a
second-order Butterworth filter), spikes were averaged and the EEG
voltage map corresponding to the peak of the global field power of
the average spike was considered as the epileptic map (Michel et al.,
2004a). The global field power corresponds to the spatial standard
deviation and is defined as the sum of the squared potential
differences between all possible electrode pairs (Lehmann and
Skrandies, 1980, 1984):
GFP ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃXN
i¼1
ðui  uÞ2
N
s
where ui is the voltage at the electrode i, u is the average voltage of
all electrodes and N is the number of electrodes.
Table 2 Clinical details of patients with previously inconclusive EEG–functional MRI (absence of significant spike-related
BOLD changes)
Patients Age/age
of onset/
gender
Focus
side
Localization Cause Scalp EEG focus icEEG Resection Outcome Follow-up
(months)
6 13/7/F Left Frontal Left frontocentral FCD Left frontocentral  Lesionectomy Ia 412
7 4/2/M Left Frontal FCD Left4Right frontal  Lesionectomy Ia 412
8 27/15/M Left Frontal Post-traumatic Left frontocentral + Left middle frontal
cortectomy
Ia 412
9 23/3/F Left Frontal FCD Left prefrontal + Lesionectomy left
superior frontal
Ia 412
10 6/4/F Left Insula Probable FCD Left centroparietal
slowing
 Left insular corticectomy Ia 412
11 26/4/F Left Parietal Gliosis post-
meningoencephalitis
Left parieto-occipital + Left parietooccipital Ia 3
12 18/7/F Right Parietal FCD Midline + Right medial parietal Ia 412
13 34/14/M Left Occipito-
temporal
Cryptogenic Left temporoparietal Left inferior
occipito-
temporal
  –
14 15/0/F Left Parieto-
temporal
Tuberous sclerosis Left temporal + Left parietotemporal
tuber
Ia 412
15 46/3/F Left Temporal HS Left temporal  Left ATLR Ia 3
16 13/10/M Left Temporal Medial temporal DNT Right temporal  Left ATLR Ia 12
17 17/4/F Left Temporal Medial temporal tumour Left temporal  Lesionectomy Ib 412
18 5/2/F Right Temporal Lateral temporal FCD Right temporal  Lesionectomy Ib 412
19 15/10/F Right Temporal Uncal dysplasia Right temporal  Right ATLR Ia 412
20 38/32/F Right Temporal HS Right temporal  Right ATLR Ib 412
21 37/20/F Right Temporal HS Bilateral temporal + Right ATLR Ia 412
22 44/8/M Right Temporal Hypothalamic
haematoma
Right temporal Right medial
temporal
Right ATLR pending  –
23 30/19/M Right Temporal HS Right temporal  Right ATLR Ia 12
24 28/20/F Left Temporal HS Left temporal Left lateral
temporal
-  –
25 25/11/F Left Parietal FCD Left parieto-temporal + Left Parietal Ia 412
ATLR = anterior temporal lobe resection; DNT = dysembryoplastic neuro-epithelial tumour; FCD = focal cortical dysplasia; HS = hippocampal sclerosis; Ia = Seizure-free, no
residual aura; Ib =Seizure-free, residual aura; icEEG = intracranial EEG; M/F = male/female.
Figure 1 Schematic diagram of the topographic map correlation procedure. The EEG recorded in the scanner is corrected for artefacts
(top left). Typical spikes derived from long-term EEG are averaged to build the epilepsy-specific EEG map (epileptic map bottom left). The
time course of the correlation of this map with the intra-scanner EEG is calculated and this result is then convolved with the haemodynamic
response function to build a regressor for functional MRI (fMRI) analysis.
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This measure quantifies the strength of a scalp potential field.
The peak of the global field power was chosen to maximize the
signal-to-noise ratio and the quality of the map.
The corrected intra-MRI EEG was first transformed into the elec-
trode system of the long-term EEG using spline interpolation (Perrin
et al., 1987, 1989). Channels with artefact-ridden signal were
excluded from this interpolation to improve data quality. EEG was
then band-pass filtered between 1 and 30 Hz using a second-order
Butterworth filter.
The presence of the epileptic map in the corrected intra-MRI EEG
was quantified by means of correlation-based fitting (Murray et al.,
2008). For each time frame of the intra-MRI EEG, we calculated the
spatial correlation with the epileptic map template. Correlation is based
only on topographic comparison by dividing the maps by the global
field power with no consideration of the polarity (the absolute value of
the correlation is used). The correlation is thus a pure measure of
global topographic similarity (Koenig and Gianotti, 2009).
The time course of the square of the correlation coefficient quan-
tifying the presence of the epileptic map was convolved with the ca-
nonical haemodynamic response function and used as a regressor for
the functional MRI analysis. The square of the correlation coefficient
was chosen in order to increase the ‘weight’ of the high correlation
values compared with low values.
Spike-based (conventional) analysis
An experienced neurophysiologist (S.V.) manually searched for each
type of intra-MRI spikes for each patient. Spikes were modelled
as zero-duration events, convolved with a standard haemodynamic
response function and used as a regressor for the functional MRI
analysis.
Functional magnetic resonance
imaging analysis
Preprocessing
Standard functional MRI preprocessing was performed using the
SPM8 software (Wellcome Department of Imaging Neurosciences,
University College London, http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm). Spatial
preprocessing of functional images included: (i) motion correction
using rigid-body transformation; (ii) spatial smoothing with an isotropic
Gaussian kernel of 4 mm full width at half-maximum; and (iii)
co-registration of pre- and/or postoperative 3D T1-weighted structural
MRI with functional images using six-parameter rigid body
co-registration (Ashburner and Friston, 1997).
Statistical analysis
Functional MRI time-series were analysed with a general linear model
as implemented in SPM8 software (Wellcome Department of Imaging
Neurosciences, University College London, http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac
.uk/spm). The regressor derived from the topographical or the con-
ventional analysis was introduced as the effect of interest and the six
motion-related parameters derived from the functional MRI
re-alignment were included in the general linear model as covariates.
In each patient, paired t-tests (SPM t-tests) were applied at each voxel
to test for BOLD increases or decreases associated with the fitting
regressor (or with the timing of the spikes in the validation group).
The significance level was set to P5 0.05 corrected for multiple com-
parisons across the whole brain using FWE correction. In addition,
maps were created at a significance level P5 0.001 uncorrected for
multiple comparisons. In these uncorrected maps, we used a five
voxels extent threshold to discard BOLD changes occurring only in
scattered voxels.
Evaluation of concordance with
intracranial electroencephalography
and resection area
In patients who were seizure-free following surgery, we defined the
target area as the resection area and its immediate proximity
(515 mm from resection margins and within the same sublobar cor-
tical region). When intracranial EEG recordings were available, the
target area was similarly defined as the immediate proximity from
the electrodes involved in seizure onset (515 mm from electrode
and within the same sublobar cortical region). This distance allows
for the fact that neuroelectrical activity and the related haemodynamic
changes do not perfectly match (Disbrow et al., 2000). Results were
classified in three groups according to the statistical significance of
BOLD changes and their concordance with the validation methods:
(i) concordant ( + + ): any corrected BOLD cluster (P5 0.05 FWE cor-
rection) or the uncorrected BOLD cluster with statistical maximum
(P5 0.001 uncorrected, five voxels extent threshold) located within
the target area; (ii) moderately concordant ( + ): a non-maximal un-
corrected BOLD cluster in the target area (P5 0.001 uncorrected, five
voxels extent threshold); and (iii) discordant ( ): absence of significant
BOLD changes in the target area or diffuse bilateral BOLD changes
(corrected or uncorrected, with thresholds as above). Moreover, in the
validation group, the spatial distribution of spike-related and
topography-related BOLD changes were compared.
Results
In patients with a large number of spikes, a review of typically
5–10 min of long-term EEG was sufficient to select typical spikes of
the patient and build the epileptic map. In patients with no or few
spikes during EEG–functional MRI, we reviewed an average of
67 min (range: 6–209 min) of long-term EEG to obtain epileptic
maps built from an average of 38 spikes (range: 9–61). No add-
itional spike was detected by a posteriori review of the EEG, not-
ably at time points corresponding to high correlation. Sustained
increases (4200 ms) in the correlation coefficient (and therefore
the main contribution to the convolved regressor) found in some
patients were in most instances related to pathological focal slow
activity at the epileptic focus with similar topography as the spikes.
No other stereotyped EEG pattern could be detected by a posteri-
ori review of time points of increases in the correlation coefficient
that were not sustained.
Figure 2 illustrates the correlation coefficient time course during
spike-and-wave discharges as well as comparison between the
convolved correlation coefficient and spike conventional regres-
sors. Figure 3 shows the EEG correlates of high values of the
correlation coefficient in a patient with no spike-related BOLD
changes.
Validation group
The results of conventional spike-related analysis applied in the
validation group during simultaneous functional MRI recording
are given in Table 3 (median number of intra-MRI spikes: 81,
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range: 30–1407). These spike-related BOLD changes (BOLD in-
creases in 3/5, BOLD decreases in 2/5) were spatially concordant
with the electroclinical evaluation in all five patients. In 4/5, the
localization was further validated by intracranial EEG and/or
postoperative seizure freedom. Using the topography-based
method, all of these patients showed significant topography-
related BOLD changes surviving FWE correction and these were
concordant with the results of conventional analysis and the
Figure 2 EEG and correlation coefficient in a patient with intra-MRI spikes (Patient 2). (A) Run of spikes in the intra-MRI EEG;
(B) correlation coefficient for the same EEG segment: note the sustained duration of high correlation due to spikes and slow-wave who
have similar topography (map polarity is not considered in the correlation); (C) functional MRI (fMRI) regressor obtained after convolution
with the haemodynamic response function. Peaks in the regressor are related to sustained runs of spikes, as indicated by the arrow.
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validation by intracranial EEG and/or surgical resection. (average
correlation coefficient across time: range: 0.23–0.42, grand mean
0.35; standard deviation of the correlation coefficient: range:
0.16–0.24, grand mean 0.22).
This concordance is illustrated for Patient 1 in Fig. 4. This pa-
tient had suffered from tuberous sclerosis with two large tubers in
left anterior frontal and left inferior frontocentral regions.
Intracranial EEG recording showed spikes over the inferior fronto-
central tuber with occasional concomitant involvement of the in-
ferior frontal tuber. Seizure onset occurred independently in both
tubers. These were subsequently resected and the patient was
seizure free 12 months after surgery. Both conventional and topo-
graphical analysis showed BOLD changes in the resection area of
both tubers (statistical maximum in the left anterior frontal tuber).
Patients with inconclusive
conventional analysis
Eighteen out of 20 patients with previously inconclusive EEG–
functional MRI analysis were suitable for topographic analysis.
Figure 3 EEG and correlation coefficient in a patient without intra-MRI spikes (Patient 13). (A) Sample of intra-MRI EEG; (B) correlation
coefficient for the same EEG segment. Blue vertical lines show time points with high correlation values. (C) The EEG maps (bottom left and
centre) at these time points are highly correlated (or anti-correlated) with the epileptic map (bottom right). A posteriori review of the EEG
revealed focal slow activity in the left temporal region simultaneous to the sustained increases of the correlation coefficient (T3–T5).
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We found concordant and clinically meaningful results in 78%
(14/18) of the patients. Topography-related BOLD changes were
concordant ( + + ) with the target area in 10, moderately concord-
ant ( + ) in four and discordant ( ) in four patients (average cor-
relation coefficient across time: range: 0.22–0.48, grand mean:
0.37; standard deviation of the correlation coefficient: range:
0.16–0.26, grand mean: 0.22). Results were concordant or mod-
erately concordant in 6/10 (60%) patients with medial/polar tem-
poral lobe epilepsy and 8/8 (100%) patients with lateral temporal
or extratemporal neocortical epilepsy, including temporal, frontal,
parietal and occipital lobes. Two of the 20 patients (Patients 6 and
10) were excluded from further analysis due to excessive and re-
petitive head motion during EEG–functional MRI recordings
(inter-scan motion 45 mm). Detailed localization of the BOLD
clusters in individual patients is shown in Table 4.
Patients with good concordance ( + + )
We found concordant topography-related BOLD changes in
10 patients.
Patient 7 suffered from epilepsy symptomatic of a left prefrontal
focal cortical dysplasia, BOLD changes were concordant with the
lesion and the sublobar resection that led to seizure freedom at 1
year follow-up (Fig. 5).
Patient 9 had left frontal lobe epilepsy symptomatic of a
small area of focal cortical dysplasia. The analysis revealed
BOLD changes related to the epileptic map concordant with
the lesion, and with the subsequent intracranial EEG and
tailored small resection. This patient was seizure free 1 year
postoperatively.
Patient 11 had left parieto-occipital epilepsy following neonatal
bacterial meningoencephalitis with resultant gliosis. The area of
maximal BOLD decrease was found within the area of gliosis,
concordant with intracranial EEG.
Patient 12 suffered from right medial post-central epilepsy
caused by a focal cortical dysplasia. The statistical maximum of
the BOLD changes was concordant with the intracranial EEG and
the small resection. She was seizure free 1 year after tailored
corticectomy.
Patient 13 had cryptogenic left temporo-occipital epilepsy and
the BOLD changes were highly concordant with the seizure onset
zone and irritative zone determined by subdural grid recording.
The patient declined the resection owing to the risk of a visual
field defect (Fig. 6).
Patient 14 had tuberous sclerosis and a left parieto-temporal
epileptic tuber identified by intracranial EEG and was seizure free
after resection of this tuber. BOLD changes concordant with the
resection area were found.
In Patient 20, with right temporal lobe epilepsy and hippo-
campal sclerosis who was seizure free 12 months after surgery,
concordant BOLD changes were found in the right temporal pole
(Fig. 7).
Patient 21 suffered from right temporal lobe epilepsy with hip-
pocampal sclerosis confirmed by intracranial EEG. Clusters of right
hippocampal and temporal polar BOLD changes were concordant
with the anterior temporal lobe resection that produced seizure
freedom (12 months follow-up).T
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Patient 24 had left temporal lobe epilepsy with hippocampal
sclerosis and underwent intracranial EEG because of atypical
scalp spikes. The irritative zone included left hippocampus and
lateral temporal neocortex and the seizure onset was localized in
the lateral temporal lobe with rapid propagation to the atrophic
hippocampus. The maximal BOLD increase was in the right hippo-
campus, concordant with both the intracranial irritative and seizure
onset zones.
Patient 25 had very frequent spikes during functional MRI ac-
quisition but conventional EEG–functional MRI analysis failed to
reveal significant BOLD changes. She had left parietal epilepsy
due to a focal cortical dysplasia. Following intracranial EEG, she
underwent tailored corticectomy and has been seizure free for 12
months. The topography-based analysis revealed a maximal BOLD
increase concordant with the resection.
Patients with moderate concordance ( + )
Moderately concordant topography-related BOLD changes were
obtained in four patients.
Patient 8 had post-traumatic left frontal lobe epilepsy. BOLD
decrease was found in the immediate vicinity of the cortical resec-
tion (tailored by intracranial EEG), which led to seizure freedom at
12 months follow-up.
Patient 16 had a left medial temporal dysembryoplastic neuro-
epithelial tumour. The patient was seizure free 1 year after surgical
Figure 4 Validation of the topography-based analysis in a patient with spike-related BOLD changes. Patient 1, with left frontal epilepsy
symptomatic of tuberous sclerosis: comparison of spike-related and topography-related BOLD changes. (A) Long-term EEG. Red
arrow = representative spikes used to build epileptic map; (B) epileptic map derived from long-term EEG, blue/red cross indicates
maximum negativity/positivity; (C) spike-related BOLD changes (P50.05, FWE correction); (D) topography-related BOLD changes
(P50.05, FWE correction); C and D are co-registered with postoperative T1-weighted MRI (resection of two tubers: left anterior
frontal and inferior frontal).
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resection and one of the four positive BOLD clusters was concord-
ant with the resected region.
Patient 22 had right medial temporal lobe epilepsy confirmed on
intracranial EEG. A region of concordant BOLD decrease was loca-
lized in the right hippocampus. He is awaiting surgery.
Patient 23 had right temporal lobe epilepsy with hippocampal
sclerosis and has been seizure free for 12 months following anter-
ior temporal lobe resection. Concordant BOLD changes were
found in the right temporal pole. We also found areas of BOLD
increase remote from the target area in bilateral opercular regions
and medial parietal cortex (see below).
Patients with discordant BOLD changes
There were discordant topography-related BOLD changes in four
patients. All of these patients had medial/polar temporal lobe epi-
lepsy. One had no clusters of BOLD increase (Patient 18) and one
Figure 5 Concordant localization in frontal lobe epilepsy. Patient 7 with left frontal epilepsy, focal cortical dysplasia. (A) Long-term EEG.
Red arrow = representative bilateral frontal spikes used to build the epileptic map; (B) epileptic map derived from long-term EEG, blue/red
cross indicates maximum negativity/positivity (lateralization of the maximum negativity to the paramedian contralateral frontal lobe could
be due to the inverted orientation of the medial frontal pyramidal neurons or to spike propagation resulting in a larger spike amplitude
detected over the unaffected contralateral cortex); (C) topography-related BOLD changes (P50.001, uncorrected) co-registered with
postoperative T1-weighted MRI (12 months seizure free after left frontal lesionectomy).
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had diffuse bilateral BOLD increase (Patient 15). In the latter, the
diffuse bilateral BOLD increase strongly suggested contamination
of EEG by artefact that could not be clearly identified (good qual-
ity of epileptic map, good quality of corrected intra-MRI EEG). In
Patient 17, we found remote bilateral BOLD increase and decrease
in the lateral frontal and lateral parietal lobes as well as the medial
parietal regions. In Patient 19, we found areas of BOLD increase
remote from the target area in bilateral opercular regions and
medial parietal cortex in a pattern that was strongly suggestive
of the auditory resting state network (Beckmann et al., 2005;
Mantini et al., 2007) (Fig. 8). Such distant BOLD changes were
also found in Patient 23 where they co-existed with concordant
BOLD changes.
Investigation of electroencephalography-related and
other factors on the degree of concordance
High-quality scalp voltage maps of spikes and intra-MRI EEG
were necessary to obtain concordant results and could be ob-
tained using interpolation of artefact-affected electrodes and it-
erative artefact correction of the intra-MRI EEG. This was
possible in all but two patients who were discarded. We
found a higher proportion of good concordance in patients
Figure 6 Concordant results in occipitotemporal epilepsy. Patient 13 with left occipitotemporal cryptogenic epilepsy. (A) Long-term EEG.
Red arrow = representative spikes used to build the epileptic map; (B) epileptic map derived from long-term EEG, blue/red cross indicates
maximum negativity/positivity; (C) topography-related BOLD changes (P50.05, FWE correction) co-registered with structural MRI; (D)
3D co-registration of topography-related bold changes (red), T1-weighted MRI and subdural grid (64 contacts). Contacts corresponding to
seizure onset zone are indicated in yellow.
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with neocortical temporal lobe epilepsy compared with medial/
polar temporal lobe epilepsy. Besides this difference based on
localization, none of the parameters investigated on the
long-term EEG, used to derive the epileptic map or on the
intra-MRI EEG, could be identified as predictive of a concordant
or discordant result. The quality of the epileptic map and the
corrected intra-MRI EEG were visually of similar quality in dis-
cordant cases and all concordant groups. There was also no
effect of the arousal states (wakefulness versus light/deep
non-REM sleep). Different arousal states in the clinical EEG or
inside the scanner did not relate to poorer concordance. In chil-
dren who were sedated for the procedure (Patients 7, 18
and 19), we found discordant results in the temporal cases
and concordant results in the frontal lobe suggesting that the
focus localization, rather than the use of sedation, influenced the
level of concordance.
Figure 7 Concordant results in medial/polar temporal lobe epilepsy. Patient 20 with right temporal epilepsy, hippocampal sclerosis.
(A) Long-term EEG. Red arrow = representative spikes used to build the epileptic map; (B) epileptic map derived from long-term EEG,
blue/red cross indicates maximum negativity/positivity; (C) topography-related BOLD changes (P50.05, FWE correction) co-registered
with postoperative structural MRI (right anterior temporal lobectomy).
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Discussion
EEG-derived voltage maps reflect the sum of the activity of the
electrical sources in the brain at a given time and are a reliable
marker of whole-brain activity. Our study represents the first evi-
dence of haemodynamic correlates of EEG maps describing patho-
logical brain activity. This further highlights the capacity of
combined EEG–functional MRI to reveal focal epileptic activity
not seen on conventional EEG.
In patients with focal epilepsy who are considered for surgery,
concordant results of several localizing techniques are an import-
ant element for the planning of surgical resection or intracranial
EEG electrode placement. We have shown that EEG–functional
MRI combined with topographic information from routine clinical
EEG could help localize focal epileptic activity in 78% of patients
(100% in lateral temporal or extratemporal neocortical epilepsy
and 60% in medial/polar temporal lobe epilepsy), in whom a pre-
vious conventional EEG–functional MRI analysis was negative,
Figure 8 Discordant results in medial/polar temporal lobe epilepsy. Patient 19 with right temporal epilepsy, dysplasia of right uncus.
(A) Long-term EEG. Red arrow = representative spikes used to build the epileptic map; (B) epileptic map derived from long-term EEG,
blue/red cross indicates maximum negativity/positivity; (C) topography-related BOLD changes (P5 0.001, uncorrected for display but
the bilateral opercular activations survived FWE correction, P5 0.05) co-registered with postoperative MRI (right anterior temporal
lobectomy).
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suggesting this technique may provide novel information in these
patients. In those with positive and concordant results using con-
ventional analysis, the results of the new methodology were simi-
larly concordant.
In addition, this is, to our knowledge, the largest EEG–functional
MRI series in focal epilepsy with stringent validation of the results
in all patients using intracranial EEG and/or surgical resection area.
Electroencephalography topographic
maps: a marker of epileptic activity with
haemodynamic correlates
Topography-based analysis of resting EEG in normal individuals
typically reveals only a few stable maps (brain micro-states) that
represent the instantaneous whole-brain electrical activity inde-
pendent of frequency and are considered to be the building
blocks of large-scale brain activity (Lehmann and Skrandies,
1980, 1984). In studies of pathological brain activity, EEG maps
have long been shown to be a specific marker of epileptic activity
(Ebersole and Wade, 1990; Lopes da Silva, 1990). Algorithms of
inverse solutions applied to these maps reveal electrical sources
formally corresponding to the irritative zone, which can be
larger than the epileptogenic zone (Rosenow and Luders, 2001).
For practical reasons, most non-invasive mapping techniques
(EEG/MEG source imaging, EEG–functional MRI) map the irritative
zone as a surrogate for the epileptogenic zone. Several studies
have shown that the source of the spikes that is the most
electroclinically relevant represents a good indicator of the epi-
leptogenic zone (which includes the seizure onset zone), although
some patients can show discordant results (Gavaret et al., 2004;
Ray et al., 2007; Brodbeck et al., 2009, 2010; Knowlton et al.,
2009; Thornton et al., 2010a). Recent simultaneous EEG–function-
al MRI studies have shown that the physiological EEG maps have
BOLD correlates corresponding to well-described resting state net-
works that fluctuate at radically different temporal scales (10 Hz
versus 0.1 Hz) (Britz et al., 2010). The existence of a relationship
between these two measures of the resting brain activity is partly
explained by the fact that the temporal sequence of EEG maps is
scale invariant (Van De Ville et al., 2010). In addition, the haemo-
dynamic response to short-lasting events is characterized by BOLD
changes stretching over several seconds (Glover, 1999). These
considerations help understand the significant BOLD changes cor-
related with very short-lasting epilepsy related topographic maps
found in our study.
Our hypothesis that, the occurrence of high correlation between
the epileptic map and the resting EEG reflects increased activity of
the epileptic generators was confirmed by the finding of correlated
BOLD signal changes concordant with the seizure onset and/or
epileptogenic zones. EEG maps seem, therefore, to be a sensitive
and specific marker of focal activity related to the epileptic focus
(spikes, focal slow waves) with associated BOLD signal changes in
patients with and without intra-MRI spikes. Other increases in the
correlation might be related to the occurrence of cortical spikes
not identifiable as such on scalp recording, which represent the
majority of epileptic activity recorded on the cortex (Alarcon et al.,
1994; Tao et al., 2005). Simultaneous intracranial and scalp EEG
recordings with topographical scalp analysis would be needed to
investigate this point but would be confounded by the current
outflow caused by intracranial electrode implantation that distorts
EEG topography.
In patients with medial/polar temporal lobe epilepsy, the degree of
concordance was on the whole lower than for those with lateral
temporal or extratemporal neocortical epilepsies. EEG maps showing
frontal, parietal or occipital negativity are not found in healthy sub-
jects and can be considered more specific of epileptic activity.
However, the analysis of temporal lobe epilepsy cases with medial
or polar epileptic focus is confounded by the similarity between EEG
maps of temporal spikes and maps of physiological ‘resting’ brain
activity. These physiological EEG maps correlate with BOLD signal
changes seen in resting state networks (Britz et al., 2010; Musso
et al., 2010). For example, in Patients 19 and 23 with temporal
lobe epilepsy, the spatial pattern of remote BOLD increase related
to the epileptic map showed some similarities with the auditory rest-
ing state network (Beckmann et al., 2005; Mantini et al., 2007),
which has been shown to correlate with one of a small set of physio-
logical topographical maps (Britz et al., 2010; Musso et al., 2010).
Future studies including physiological EEG maps in the functional
MRI analysis might help to disentangle such cases. The resting
state-like BOLD changes are striking by their stereotypical and sym-
metrical spatial pattern and differed markedly from the lateralized
BOLD changes found in the temporal lobe of concordant cases. This
could help to avoid false localization of epileptic sources in these
patients. Additional factors might contribute to the lower yield
found in patients with temporal lobe epilepsy as reported in many
EEG–functional MRI studies: the relative paucity of spikes in most
awake patients with temporal lobe epilepsy and signal distortion and
drop-out of echo-planar functional MRI in the inferior temporal re-
gions due to the presence of bone and air in the underlying skull base
(Bagshaw et al., 2005, 2006; Salek-Haddadi et al., 2006).
Maps of physiological and epileptic brain activity obtained from
higher density EEG recordings (564 electrodes) or at least from
EEG recordings including lower temporal electrodes, which could
easily be added to long-term EEG recordings, might help to
improve the specificity of the technique. So far, our technique
requires consistent spikes to be identified on clinical recordings,
but we hypothesize that clustering of EEG recordings (Michel
et al., 2004b) may allow identification of pathological epileptic
maps and the use of this approach in patients with no or very
sparse spikes on clinical recordings.
Comparison with other
electroencephalography–functional
magnetic resonance imaging methods
in epilepsy
The conventional EEG–functional MRI analysis in epilepsy models
the interictal spikes as events of ‘zero duration’ and constant amp-
litude that are used in an ‘event-related’ design for functional
MRI analysis (Lemieux et al., 2001; Salek-Haddadi et al., 2006;
Gotman, 2008). Prolonged discharges of spikes can be modelled
as ‘blocks’ to enhance the statistical results (Bagshaw et al., 2005;
Salek-Haddadi et al., 2006). Using these spike-related analysis
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strategies, 40–70% of the EEG–functional MRI studies are incon-
clusive due to the lack of spikes during the functional MRI acqui-
sition or absent significant BOLD correlation with the recorded
spikes and this calls for alternative analysis strategies. The
topography-based method has the potential advantage of captur-
ing source strength variability and this may explain our positive
findings in those patients with negative conventional EEG–func-
tional MRI analysis despite a large number of spikes (‘raised base-
line’ problem).
The use of functional MRI data-driven source identification has
been proposed for EEG–functional MRI studies in which no spikes
were detected during functional MRI recordings but specificity was
likely to be low (Rodionov et al., 2007). So far, such data-driven
analysis based on spatial independent component analysis of func-
tional MRI data has only been reported in patients with spikes and
results were concordant with those obtained from EEG-informed
functional MRI analysis (general linear models based on spikes or
seizures) (Rodionov et al., 2007; LeVan and Gotman, 2009;
Thornton et al., 2010b; Moeller et al., 2011). Similarly, other meth-
ods have used continuously varying variables to model epileptic ac-
tivity; continuous electrical source imaging (Vulliemoz et al., 2009a)
has been shown to increase the yield of EEG–functional MRI by
20%. Another strategy is to decompose the intra-MRI EEG with
independent component analysis to obtain epilepsy-specific EEG
regressors (Jann et al., 2008; Marques et al., 2009). This approach
increased the proportion of cases with clinically concordant BOLD
changes but requires spikes or clear focal slowing to be recorded
inside the magnetic resonance scanner for the selection of the epi-
leptic components. Furthermore, validation was largely based on
MRI lesions and non-invasive presurgical electroclinical findings.
Our current approach uses the spatial correlation coefficient of the
reference topography as a continuously varying parameter for func-
tional MRI analysis. This parameter can be considered as a sort of
spatial filter similar to the use of the strength of a dipolar source
(Liston et al., 2006) or the current density in a region of interest
estimated by electrical source imaging (Vulliemoz et al., 2009a).
However, even when applied to patients who have spikes in the
scanner (Vulliemoz et al., 2009a), the results of using the map cor-
relation as a regressor appear to be better than the local
source strength. This is probably due to the fact that EEG maps of
spikes reflect large-scale electrical brain activity rather than focal
‘user-identified’ activity. Moreover, EEG artefacts and noise are
very unlikely to create EEG maps highly correlated to epilepsy-
specific or physiological maps, but these artefacts can significantly
alter the estimated source signal and confound the results of the
source estimation techniques. Our results show that the map correl-
ation coefficient can be used as a regressor in individuals with or
without spikes recorded in the scanner and provided clinically mean-
ingful results in most of the data sets that were thus far inconclusive.
Methodological considerations
Reliability of BOLD changes correlated with
epileptic maps
Data from two patients (8%) were not suitable for analysis due to
poor quality of EEG–functional MRI recordings related to motion,
electrode artefacts or difficulties in correcting MRI gradient- or
pulse-related artefacts. The map correlation calculation and func-
tional MRI analysis are user-independent resulting in a significant
time saving and increased reliability in patients with spikes, espe-
cially those with very frequent or multi-focal spikes (Webber et al.,
1994). Variations in spike labelling can lead to significantly differ-
ent results in spike-related EEG–functional MRI studies (Flanagan
et al., 2009), which may account for variations found in reprodu-
cibility studies (Salek-Haddadi et al., 2006; Gholipour et al., 2010).
We used EEG maps at the peak of the average spike as this
provided better signal-to-noise ratios. However, the topographical
map (and consecutive inverse solution) of the rising phase of the
spikes has been reported to more accurately localize focal epileptic
activity when compared with maps at the spike peak (Lantz et al.,
2003). Applying our method to EEG maps derived from the spike
rising phase did not alter the BOLD patterns significantly, probably
as a result of a fixed pattern of spike propagation.
Despite careful exploration of EEG features both on the clinical
EEG and the intra-MRI recordings, we were not able to identify
factors that would predict discordant results and might serve as
criteria for patient selection. Besides the need for a very carefully
constructed epileptic map and optimal quality of the corrected
intra-MRI EEG (Grouiller et al., 2007), the only factor associated
with the presence of concordant results was the localization of the
epileptic focus outside the medial/polar temporal lobe. Besides the
argument of similarity between temporal lobe epilepsy maps and
maps of physiological ‘resting’ brain activity discussed above, the
low number of electrodes in the long-term EEG from which
the epileptic maps were constructed probably also contributed to
the worse result of the temporal lobe epilepsy cases. EEG source
localization studies have shown the importance of lower temporal
electrodes to correctly sample the electric field of temporal lobe
epilepsy spikes (Sperli et al., 2006). A higher number of electrodes
in the long-term EEG are nowadays feasible and, together with
high density recordings inside MRI scanners, will further increase
the sensitivity of our method (Holmes et al., 2010).
Validation
In patients with focal epilepsy, several validation strategies can be
considered for novel neuroimaging techniques (Vulliemoz et al.,
2010): from spatial concordance with existing non-invasive data
to more stringent validation with intracranial EEG recording or
postoperative imaging of the resection area in patients who are
seizure free [which can be considered an approximation of the
epileptogenic zone: ‘the tissue which, if resected, results in seizure
freedom’ (Rosenow and Luders, 2001)]. The best available gold
standard is the combination of the epileptogenic zone identified
on intracranial EEG and postoperative seizure freedom following its
resection, although large series with adequate follow-up are very
difficult to obtain with such strict criteria. Previous studies
have shown concordance of EEG–functional MRI results with
intracranial EEG (Benar et al., 2006) or postoperative outcome
(Thornton et al., 2010a). Given these findings, we first validated
our method non-invasively by comparison with the conventional
spike-based analysis. We found very good concordance and stron-
ger BOLD changes with our topography-based analysis suggesting
increased sensitivity. In the patients with inconclusive conventional
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EEG-functional MRI analysis, both intracranial EEG and postopera-
tive seizure freedom were available in half. In the other patients,
unambiguous localization revealed by intracranial EEG or post-
operative seizure freedom following focal resection was considered
a robust validation. In our intracranial EEG recordings, the seizure
onset zone was co-localized with the maximum focus of the irri-
tative zone (i.e. the brain region generating the most frequent
spikes), and we assumed that this area corresponded to the gen-
erators of the representative scalp spike used to build the epileptic
map.
Regarding specificity, it is important to keep in mind that EEG–
functional MRI reveals a network characterized by several clusters
of BOLD changes so that the technique is not expected to spe-
cifically pinpoint the source of epileptic activity. Nevertheless, in
more than half of our patients (10/18), the localization of the
statistical maximum was specifically concordant with the target
area. The numbers of significant clusters provided in Table 4 pro-
vide some information regarding the intra-individual specificity of
the cluster found to be concordant. However, such numbers can
be misleading when several clusters are very close together, as
these might represent a single neurophysiological ‘area of interest’,
fragmented by small data smoothing kernels or strict statistical
thresholds. We opted for a canonical haemodynamic response
function as deviation from the canonical haemodynamic response
function related to focal spikes is generally small (Lemieux et al.,
2008). Using a more flexible function could increase sensitivity but
at the cost of specificity. In the discordant cases, subsequent ana-
lysis with a more flexible function (temporal and dispersion deriva-
tives) did not yield more meaningful results.
Clinical implications
More than a decade after the first EEG–functional MRI results
were validated with intracranial EEG (Seeck et al., 1998), only a
few studies have specifically investigated the reliability of the lo-
calization provided by EEG–functional MRI. Neuroelectrical activity
and related haemodynamic changes of physiological and patho-
logical brain function in animals and in humans do not show exact
overlap and a concordance within 20 mm is generally accepted
(Disbrow et al., 2000; Benar et al., 2006; Vulliemoz et al.,
2009b). Therefore, focal BOLD changes can act as a regional
marker of epileptogenic networks at a macroscopic scale and
this localizing information is a robust complementary tool in the
planning of invasive EEG or resective surgery. Previous studies
have confirmed the reproducibility of EEG–functional MRI findings
(Salek-Haddadi et al., 2006; Gholipour et al., 2010). Rigorous
validation of the localization with intracranial data was ob-
tained in a few small series: Lazeyras et al. (2000) reported
BOLD signal changes concordant with intracranial EEG in 5/6 pa-
tients. Comparing BOLD changes with the irritative zone mea-
sured by intracranial depth electrodes in five patients in separate
sessions, Benar et al. (2006) found epileptiform activity in most
contacts within 20–40 mm of the BOLD changes. In another
study, Thornton et al. (2010a) found that focal BOLD changes
restricted to the resection zone predicted postoperative seizure
freedom. The study reviewed EEG–functional MRI studies of 76
patients where 21 patients (28%, none of them included in the
present study) showed significant BOLD changes and 10 of them
were operated (seven seizure free).
In patients with no or very infrequent scalp spikes recorded in
the scanner, EEG–functional MRI studies are usually considered
inconclusive. BOLD correlates of focal slow EEG activity have
been shown to be spatially concordant with the epileptogenic
focus but only a minority of these cases had stringent validation
of the findings (Lazeyras et al., 2000; Jann et al., 2008;
Manganotti et al., 2008; Grouiller et al., 2010). Our method dra-
matically increased the yield of EEG–functional MRI studies in epi-
lepsy irrespective of the presence or absence of spikes during
functional MRI recording. At the same time, our study represents
the largest EEG–functional MRI study in epilepsy with robust clin-
ical validation (see below). This provides additional support for a
potential role for EEG–functional MRI as a valuable localizing tool
for the irritative zone provided detectable spikes are found on
clinical recordings. At present, EEG–functional MRI could be
used to guide implantation of intracranial electrodes to localize
epileptic generators. Further studies comparing topography-related
EEG–functional MRI results in patients with various postoperative
outcomes will be needed to assess the predictive value of
the method on postoperative outcome, as done recently for
spike-related EEG–functional MRI (Zijlmans et al., 2007;
Thornton et al., 2010a).
Since we used spike maps derived from clinical recordings, our
method is applicable to any epilepsy centre where EEG–functional
MRI is performed. Localizing BOLD changes related to epileptic
activity can lead to a change in the clinical management (Zijlmans
et al., 2007; Moeller et al., 2009) and using the topography-based
method for retrospective analysis of previously recorded EEG–
functional MRI without spike may provide clinically relevant
information.
We found particularly good concordance in patients with
neocortical epilepsy, notably frontal lobe epilepsy. Presurgical
evaluation of patients with frontal lobe epilepsy is frequently com-
plicated by poor localization of seizure onset on conventional EEG
monitoring, often making intracranial EEG with extensive coverage
necessary. Our study complements the previous findings in a
minority of patients with frontal lobe epilepsy studied with con-
ventional EEG–functional MRI analysis (Moeller et al., 2009). The
increased sensitivity obtained in our study provides strong evi-
dence for a potential clinical role for EEG–functional MRI in
these difficult presurgical cases.
We also found good concordance in patients with tuberous
sclerosis. These patients with multiple lesions can often be im-
proved by surgery but the identification of the most epileptogenic
tuber(s) often requires intracranial EEG recordings. EEG–functional
MRI maps appear to be a good marker of epileptogenicity to plan
intracranial EEG and surgery in these patients (Jacobs et al.,
2008b). Our method extends the use of the technique to patients
with a small number of spikes on EEG and offers increased EEG–
functional MRI yield in this group.
We found non-maximal BOLD decrease in the target area in
three patients. BOLD decreases related to interictal epileptic activ-
ity can have localizing value in some patients (Kobayashi et al.,
2006; Vulliemoz et al., 2009a), especially in children (Jacobs et al.,
2007), although they are more frequently found remote from the
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epileptogenic zone (Salek-Haddadi et al., 2006). Moreover, nega-
tive BOLD changes close to spiking intracranial electrodes have
been reported (Benar et al., 2006). The underlying mechanisms
responsible for the sign of BOLD signal changes in individual pa-
tients remain incompletely understood (Gotman, 2008). Changes
in neuronal inhibition surrounding the epileptic focus could lead to
a regional decrease in metabolic demand. In addition, concordant
BOLD decreases are sometimes preceded by BOLD increases at
the same location suggesting an altered haemodynamic response
function (Jacobs et al., 2009; Rathakrishnan et al., 2010), while a
local vascular steal mechanism seems less likely (Kobayashi et al.,
2006). An effect of age, vigilance, medication (sedation in some
children) and spike frequency are also possible (Jacobs et al.,
2008a; Moehring et al., 2008). In our five patients with spike-
related BOLD changes, the sign of BOLD changes was congruent
between the conventional analysis and the topography-related
analysis suggesting that these hypotheses remain valid to explain
the sign of topography-related BOLD changes. Therefore, we sug-
gest that BOLD decrease should always be explored, especially in
children or when regions of BOLD increase are discordant. Regions
of remote BOLD decrease in our patients was often located in
parts of resting state networks (Beckmann et al., 2005), notably
the default mode network (comprising bilaterally the precuneus,
lateral temporo-parietal cortex and prefrontal cortex) (Gusnard
et al., 2001). BOLD decrease in the default mode network, espe-
cially the precuneus, has been associated with focal epileptic ac-
tivity in the medial temporal lobe (Salek-Haddadi et al., 2006;
Laufs et al., 2007; Kobayashi et al., 2009) and with generalized
epileptic activity (Gotman et al., 2005; Hamandi et al., 2008).
These findings have been interpreted as reduced neuronal and
metabolic activity in this network, most active during resting
wakefulness, and linked with impaired awareness related to tem-
poral lobe and generalized seizures.
Conclusion
We have described a novel method for the analysis of EEG–
functional MRI data that reveals the correlation between epi-
lepsy-specific EEG maps and BOLD changes validated against
the gold standard for localization of focal epileptic activity. This
can have significant implications in patients with focal epilepsy,
with or without spikes recorded in the scanner, by increasing
the yield of EEG–functional MRI studies and allowing localization
of focal epileptic activity in the majority of patients with, to date,
inconclusive EEG–functional MRI studies. We suggest that EEG–
functional MRI could improve the presurgical evaluation of pa-
tients with medically refractory epilepsy, potentially increasing
the number of patients for whom surgery is an option, and redu-
cing surgical failures.
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